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Conclusion
The Chief Justice's approach towards 

Tan's behaviour highlights a perhaps 
little-noticed fact that a very fine line 
divides behaviour which is mere dis
courtesy from that which is reasonable 
classified as contempt. Broadly speak
ing , there are two types of contempt, ie 
'criminal' where words or acts obstruct
ing or tending to obstruct or interfere 
with, the administration of justice, or 
civil, where a person disobeys a judg
ment, order or other process of the court, 
and involving a private injury* 1 2 3 4 5. If this 
point is correctly made, then it is quite 
conceivable that a lawyer's failure to 
attend court may, in the circumstances 
prevailing, really only be a civil con
tempt. Where the contempt is civil, 
committal is not usually ordered unless 
there is an element of fault or miscon
duct on the part of the contemnor6. It is 
probable that inadvertent 'double-fix
ing' and or absence from court in the 
context of the rush and welter of a hectic 
schedule may amount to civil contempt.

The McKeown case cited by the Chief 
Justice has also been cited in Halsbury's 
Laws of England to support the follow
ing proposition:7

"In order to constitute a contempt in 
the face of the court, it appears to be 
unnecessary that the act of contempt 
should take place wholly, or in part, in 
a courtroom itself nor does it seem to 
be necessary that all the circumstances 
of the contempt should be within the 
personal knowledge of the judicial of
ficer dealing with the contempt."

The significance of whether an act 
of contempt is committed in the face of 
the court lies in the question of the 
correct process to be adopted in trying 
an allegation of contempt. In this con
nection, the minority judges in the 
McKeown case took the view that the 
fact that the judicial officer concerned 
really did not have all the facts within 
his ken was not contempt in the face of 
the court. Their Lordships held that the 
appropriate procedure in that type of 
contempt was for the alleged contemnor 
to be referred to the Public Prosecutor 
for formal prosecution proceedings to 
be instituted and the case against him
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proved beyond a reasonable doubt.8
The Chief Justice's decision has set the 

tone for the judicial approach to be adopted 
where a lawyer fails to attend court despite 
a court direction. The test adopted is whether 
the lawyer's absence is 'calculated' to lower 
the authority of the court; intention be
comes irrelevant.9

This approach is patently necessary to 
the court's inherent jurisdiction. It is none
theless hoped that this approach would be 
used with an eye to the delicate and impor
tant balance to be struck between, on the 
one hand, the right of a litigant to counsel 
and the concomitant need to take reason
able account of counsel's schedule, and on 
the other hand, the court's declared policy 
of moving litigation along.
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Legalcare 
Moves To 

Queensland
Queensland's Deputy Pre

mier and Treasurer, Joan 
Sheldon, announced recently that 
Australia's largest commercial 
dispute mediator and insurer, 
Legalcare Pty Ltd would locate 
its head office in Brisbane, as it 
prepared for proposed expan
sion into the Asia-Pacific region.

Legalcare, headed by Sir 
Laurence Street, would provide le
gal expense insurance for small to 
medium-sized businesses, to cover 
most areas of potential dispute, in
cluding industrial relations, trade 
practices, contracts and leases.

Legalcare policy holders would 
be required to resolve commercial 
disputes through mediation prior to 
resorting to court process.

Mrs Sheldon suggested that the 
promotion of mediation in the first 
instance would assist in removing 
the pressure from Queensland's 
court system by reducing backlogs 
and costs of court processes to the 
Queensland government.

The small business sector could 
benefit from the from lower and 
more manageable business costs 
associated with commercial dis
putes by paying an annual premium 
as opposed to significant legal costs 
arising unpredictably.

"More Queenslanders will have 
access to justice through low cost 
policies, starting at a minimum pre
mium of approximately $500 per 
annum for a small business," said 
Mrs Sheldon.

Sir Laurence Street said that 
Legalcare was encouraged by the 
Queensland government's commit
ment to the mediation philosophy 
upon which the Legalcare policy is 
based.
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